Objective. It is unclear whether implicit probabilistic learning, the acquisition of regularities without intent or explicit knowledge, declines with healthy aging.
O UR world is largely stable, in that over time, people, places, and things show up in predictable sequences. Learning about such environmental regularities involves becoming sensitive to the order in which events typically occur, regardless of whether or not the sequences have rulegoverned structure. For example, in structured language, people can learn different probabilities between phonemes to segment speech into word-like units (Kuhl, 2004) , and in unstructured social interactions, people can learn that subtle sequences in facial expressions are associated with one emotional outcome more than another (Lieberman, 2000) . Such implicit learning often occurs without intent and explicit knowledge of what has been learned (Frensch, 1998) .
It is often thought that implicit learning is spared in healthy aging relative to explicit learning, but this claim treats implicit learning as if it is unitary (Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000) . In fact, there are many kinds of implicit learning that differ in both the nature of the regularity to be learned and in their neural substrates (Forkstam & Petersson, 2005) . Much of the research on aging and implicit learning has focused on learning deterministic sequential regularities (i.e., those where an event perfectly predicts subsequent events, with studies typically showing no age differences; Cherry & Stadler, 1995; Daselaar, Rombouts, Veltman, Raaijmakers, & Jonker, 2003; Dennis, Howard, & Howard, 2006 , Experiments 1 and 2; Gaillard, Destrebecqz, Michiels, & Cleeremans, 2009; D. V. Howard & Howard, 1989 , 1992 Salthouse, McGuthry, & Hambrick, 1999) . However, most sequences we encounter in daily life are not deterministic, but rather are probabilistic, such that an event predicts subsequent events with some uncertainty. Fewer studies have investigated how aging influences probabilistic learning, and the available evidence is inconclusive. Although some studies suggest age invariance (Aizenstein et al., 2006; Fera et al., 2005) , most studies reveal age-related deficits in learning, especially as training increases (Bennett, Howard, & Howard, 2007; J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997; J. H. Howard, Howard, Dennis, & Yankovich, 2007; J. H. Howard, Howard, Dennis, Yankovich, & Vaidya, 2004; .
Here, we investigate implicit sequential probabilistic learning using the Triplets Learning Task (TLT; J. H. Howard, Howard, Dennis, & Kelly, 2008) . The TLT was designed to mimic some characteristics of widely used serial reaction time (RT) tasks (J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997; Nissen & Bullemer, 1987) while omitting motor sequencing and enabling precise control over event timing. In the TLT, participants view four open circles that become solid red or green in discrete, sequentially ordered three-event trials or "triplets." On each trial, participants observe two red cues and only respond to a third green target by pressing corresponding buttons. This provides a continuous performance-based measure of learning without motor sequencing, because responses are only made to the target, not to each event. Triplets were originally designed to incorporate the rule-based structure of a probabilistic serial RT task (see J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997) in that the location of the first or second cue predicted the location of the target (J. H. Howard et al., 2008) . Furthermore, a given cue location always predicted only one highly likely target, and a given target was always highly predicted by only one cue location. As in the probabilistic serial RT task, learning is revealed in the TLT by people responding more quickly and accurately to high relative to low probability (LP) triplets with practice, without any explicit knowledge of what has been learned.
Only one published study has used the TLT to study aging (J. H. Howard et al., 2008) . Results showed that older adults can learn the subtle, probabilistic sequential regularities embedded in the TLT, but not as well as young. This age-related deficit in learning could not be due to agerelated declines in fine motor finger movements (Smith et al., 1999 ) because participants did not perform motor sequences. Nor could the age deficit be due to age differences in event timing that occur in serial RT tasks as the result of older adults' slower and more variable response times (see Salthouse, 2000) . Finally, the age deficit in learning in the TLT could not be due to known age differences in explicit learning (e.g., Dixon et al., 2004) because sensitive recognition tests indicated that participants did not gain declarative knowledge of the regularities. Instead, age deficits in this task were attributed to declines in implicit probabilistic learning, such that older adults are impaired in their ability to form associations among events that are probabilistically related (J. H. Howard et al., 2008) .
However, an alternative interpretation of previous findings is that age-related declines in learning may result from the presence of rule-based regularities within the triplets. Because age-related declines have previously been observed in second language acquisition, which calls on such rulebased structured probabilistic learning (Hakuta, Bialystok, & Wiley, 2003) , age differences in the TLT may have been due to declines in nonconscious sensitivity to this rulegoverned structure, rather than to a general deficit in learning probabilistic associations.
To examine this possibility, the present study used a version of the TLT in which all rule-governed structure was eliminated by randomly selecting a subset of triplets to occur more frequently than others. Thus, the predictive relationships between the cue locations and target were arbitrary. If previously observed age differences in probabilistic learning were due to age-related deficits in sensitivity to rule-based structure, then old adults should learn as well as young in this version of the TLT. If instead, as we predict, previously observed age differences reflect generalized agerelated declines in probabilistic associative learning, then age differences favoring young adults should persist.
Methods

Participants
Fifteen young (M = 19.0 ± 0.9 years; range 18-21 years; 6 male) and 15 healthy old adults (M = 71.3 ± 6.0 years; range 66-87 years; 5 male) were recruited from Georgetown University and the community by advertisements in the Washington Post Health Section. Participants received either monetary compensation or course credit. The Georgetown University Institutional Review Board approved the experimental procedures, and all participants gave informed consent. To screen for dementia, older participants completed the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) , and all scored ≥27, though scores were not obtained for two old adults.
Materials and Procedure
Stimuli were programmed, generated, and presented using E-Prime (Psychological Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). Participants viewed four open circles on a computer screen. Each trial or triplet consisted of two consecutive cue events (circles filled in red) followed by the target (a circle filled in green). Participants were asked to observe the first two events and respond to only the third, target event location, by pressing one of four corresponding buttons with their dominant hand. Red cues were displayed for 120 ms and the green target remained in view until participants made a correct response to its location, with 650 ms separating the correct response and the first cue on the following trial.
The version of the TLT used here has three important differences compared with earlier experiments. First, we used a shortened version of the TLT, reducing the original version from 6,000 to 750 trials (J. H. Howard et al., 2008) . Second, repetitions (e.g., 111, 222) and trills (e.g., 141, 232) were not presented during the learning trials because previous studies have shown that responses to these stimuli reflect preexisting response tendencies (i.e., perceptual and motor priming; Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991) or negative recency (Boyer, Destrebecqz, & Cleeremans, 2005) , in addition to learning. Finally, a randomly chosen set of 16 triplets occurred with high probability (HP) and the 32 remaining triplets occurred with LP. In other words, rather than selecting the HP triplets to conform to rules reflecting first-or second-order sequential structure, as in previous TLT studies (Bennett, Romano, Howard, & Howard, 2008; , here the 16 HP triplets were chosen at random. As a result of this random selection, the four possible target positions did not occur equally often. For counterbalancing purposes, each participant received one of five different random assignments of HP triplets and the two age groups received the same assignments. The frequency of HP to LP triplets was approximately 9-to-1 throughout training.
Participants were not informed of any regularities; their only instruction was to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the target event on each trial. Participants completed three epochs of 250 trials that were divided into five blocks of 50 trials each, with breaks provided intermittently (total task ~30 min). Mean RT and accuracy were displayed to participants at each break, in an attempt to match the two age groups' overall accuracy at approximately 92%; based on accuracy, participants were instructed to "focus more on speed," "focus more on accuracy," or "speed and accuracy are about right."
A sensitive measure of explicit awareness followed completion of the TLT. Participants viewed a random sample from the 64 possible triplets that included HP and LP triplets, in addition to novel triplet combinations (i.e., trills and repetitions). Participants were presented with 64 trials that included, on average, 15 HP triplets (M: 14.96 ± 3.37), 31 LP triplets (M: 31.12 ± 3.69), 12 trills (M: 12.00 ± 3.03), and 6 repetitions (M: 5.93 ± 2.39). Triplets were presented one at a time on the computer screen with the same withintriplet timing rate as in training. Participants were asked to judge whether each triplet had occurred "more often" or "less often" by responding with a button press of "2" or "1," respectively, and to guess if unsure.
We matched the recognition task to the learning phase by displaying each of the triplets in colored events that simulated the testing phase (i.e., two red and one green event) as compared with earlier work, which displayed triplets in the recognition task as a series of black events (Bennett et al., 2008; . This ensures that any inability to distinguish between high-and low-frequency triplets in the present study cannot be due to changes in perceptual processes between the TLT and recognition tasks.
Results
Implicit Probabilistic Learning
Median RT were determined for correct responses for each triplet type for each participant in each block. Overall accuracy was high (~94%), so few trials were omitted. These medians were then averaged across blocks to obtain a single mean RT for each participant for HP and LP triplets for each of the three epochs, as displayed in Figure 1 . An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on logarithmic transformations of these values to control for the effect of general slowing in older adults. A similar procedure was used to calculate the mean accuracy for each participant for each triplet type.
To examine implicit learning, Group (young and old) × Triplet Type (HP and LP) × Epoch (1-3) mixed-design ANOVAs were conducted separately for accuracy and logtransformed RT measures. For accuracy, learning of triplet frequency was revealed as a main effect of triplet type, F(1, 28) = 25.5, p < .0001, r effect = .69, with more accurate responses to HP (95.5 ± 0.03%) versus LP (91.9 ± 0.07%) triplets. The only other effect to approach significance was that of age group; old adults were only marginally more accurate than young adults, F(1, 28) = 3.77, p = .06, r effect = .34, showing that, as intended, the feedback provided after every block resulted in similar overall accuracy for the two age groups.
The lack of significant main effects (p's > .06) or interactions (p's > .13) with age for accuracy simplified interpretation of the RT data (e.g., no speed-accuracy trade offs). As is typical for RT, a main effect of group, F(1, 28) = 44.32, p < .0001, r effect = .78, revealed that young adults responded significantly faster overall than old adults. Skill learning was revealed by a main effect of Epoch, with overall RT decreasing across epochs, F(2, 56) = 11.72 p < .0001, r effect = .54. Learning of probabilistic triplet frequencies was also revealed via a main effect of triplet type, F(1, 28) = 64.30, p < .0001, r effect = .83, as well as a Triplet Type × Epoch interaction, F(1, 28) = 5.73, p < .01 r effect = .43, with faster responses to HP versus LP triplets that increased over epochs. A significant Group × Triplet Type interaction, F(1, 28) = 4.88, p < .05 r effect = .41, showed that this difference in responding to HP and LP triplets was greater for young than for old adults. No other interactions were significant, p's > .72.
Given the lack of a three-way interaction on the analysis of the RT data, the Group × Triplet Type interaction provides inconclusive evidence that three are age differences in probabilistic, associative learning. Moreover, two aspects of the task further limit the interpretation of this result. First, the large overall group difference in RT makes it problematic to directly compare the magnitude of the difference between high and low events across the ages (see Curran, 1997) . Second, and more importantly, in using arbitrary non-rule-based regularities, it was not possible to equate target frequency without adding additional constraints on the triplets. So, the previous interaction may reflect frequency-based responding to the target events, in addition to probabilistic associative learning. In other words, because the four possible target positions did not occur equally often for each participant, faster RTs for HP triplets versus LP triplets, and any agerelated differences therein, may be influenced by target frequency as well as by triplet frequency. Figure 1 . Log-transformed mean of median reaction times (RT). The log transformations of mean of median RT, in milliseconds, over epochs for high probability (HP) and low probability (LP) triplets by age group. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Therefore, similar to J. H. Howard and colleagues (2008), we used a measure of sequence-specific associative learning that was not influenced by overall RT. Namely, for each participant on each epoch, we determined the median RT for each unique triplet (e.g., 134) and we then correlated those RT with the number of times that each individual triplet actually occurred (i.e., the triplets' actual frequency of occurrence). To remove any contribution of simple target frequency, partial correlations were computed between triplet frequency and median RT, with target frequency as a covariate. If a participant had learned nothing about triplet probabilities, this correlation would be 0, whereas if (s)he had learned a lot, the correlation would be highly negative (i.e., triplets occurring with HP would be responded to more quickly; J. H. Howard et al., 2008) . For ease of interpreting these values, we multiplied each correlation by −1 to obtain an associative learning score, such that higher scores reflect greater sequence learning.
The means of the associative learning scores for each age group for each of the three epochs are shown in Figure 2 . A mixed-design Group × Epoch ANOVA revealed main effects of epoch, showing that the associative learning scores increased with practice, F(2, 56) = 4.39, p < .05, r effect = .47, and a marginal effect of group, in that young adults tended to have higher associative learning scores than the old, F(1, 28) = 3.45, p = .07, r effect = .33. Most important, a Group × Epoch interaction revealed that age differences in favor of the young varied across epochs, F(2, 56) = 3.16, p = .05, r effect = .38. Post hoc t tests revealed that the associative learning scores were significantly greater for the young than for the old only on Epoch 3, t(28) = 3.67, p < .01, r effect = .33. Subsequent single sample t tests indicated that associative learning scores were significantly greater than 0 for all three epochs in both young, Epoch 1: t(14) = 4.66, p < .001, r effect = .61; Epoch 2: t(14) = 6.48, p < .0001, r effect = .75; Epoch 3: t(14) = 11.10, p < .0001, r effect = .90, and old adults, Epoch 1: t(14) = 3.75, p < .005, r effect = .50; Epoch 2: t(14) = 7.60, p < .0001, r effect = .80; Epoch 3: t(14) = 6.10, p < .0001, r effect = .73), indicating associative learning in both groups.
Implicitness
Because our purpose is to study implicit learning, it is important to show no evidence of explicit knowledge about HP versus LP frequencies. To assess explicit judgments of triplet frequencies on the recognition paradigm, a Group (young, old) × Triplet Type (HP, LP, repetitions and trills) mixed-design ANOVA was conducted on mean recognition ratings for each triplet type. Recognition data were lost for 1 young and 1 old participant, leaving 14 participants in each group for this analysis. As shown in Figure 3 , there was a significant main effect of triplet type, F(3, 78) = 15.74, p < .0001, r effect = .97, with no age group differences, F(1, 26) = .009, p > .92, r effect = .01, and no interactions, F(3, 78) = 1.03, p > .39, r effect = .19. Most important, post hoc analysis showed that HP and LP triplet ratings did not differ from each other, t(27) = −.62, p > .54, r effect = .01. This is strong evidence for the implicitness of learning, in that people responded faster to HP than to LP during training but did not give higher recognition ratings to one than the other during recognition.
In addition, using 2 × 2 chi-square analyses conducted separately for each person, we found that no participants revealed awareness of triplet frequency. HP and LP triplets were equally sorted as occurring more often (p > .11 in all cases), indicating implicit learning. Moreover, associative learning was independent of recognition task judgments, in that across subjects, triplet ratings on the recognition task (i.e., HP-LP) did not correlate with associative learning scores in any of the three epochs (Epoch 1: r = .122, Epoch 2: r = .262, Epoch 3: r = −.199; p's > .18).
Finally, the main effect of triplet frequency in the ANOVA reported above was due to the fact that both HP and LP triplets were judged as occurring more frequently than trills, HP: t(27) = −3.47, p < .005, r effect = .31; LP: t(27) = −3.77, p < .005, r effect = .34, and repetitions, HP: t(27) = −5.53, p < .0001, r effect = .53; LP:, t(27) = −5.80, p < .0001, r effect = .55. The fact that participants did differentiate trills and repetitions from HP and LP triplets suggests that they understood the recognition task and were not responding randomly; thus, this recognition task is sensitive to explicit knowledge when it is present.
Discussion
The present study examined age differences in implicit learning of probabilistic non-rule-based sequences, using a modified version of the TLT. Results revealed that both young and old adults learned but that the old learned less than the young, particularly at the end of training. As discussed below, this difference cannot be attributed to agerelated motor impairments, such as slower and/or more variable responding. Nor can it be attributed to declarative knowledge of the sequences or to deficits in learning new rule-governed sequences. Instead, contrary to the commonly held view that implicit learning and memory are spared in aging (Hedden & Gabrieli, 2004; Zacks et al., 2000) , our findings support the view that healthy aging is accompanied by a decrease in at least one form of implicit learning, namely in the ability to learn sequential probabilistic associations. We argue below that these age differences may reflect age-related declines in a striatal-based learning system.
The present results join earlier findings using the TLT in enabling us to rule out three alternative interpretations for the age deficits observed. First, age differences in learning found here and in the earlier TLT study (J. H. Howard et al., 2008) are not due to general age-related declines in motor movements (Smith et al., 1999) . The absence of motor sequences reduces motor demands and variability, which not only minimizes confounds associated with motor impairments but also enables cognitive contributions to sequence learning to be differentiated from motor ones (see Lungu, Wachter, Liu, Willingham, & Ashe, 2004) . Second, age differences cannot be due to age differences in event timing. Older adults are often slower and often experience different event timing in motor learning tasks because each event typically follows the preceding response by a fixed interval (J. H. Howard et al., 2007) . However, event timing within a trial is fixed in the TLT and, therefore, identical for the two age groups. Finally, age differences cannot be due to deficits in explicit declarative learning. Results from our sensitive posttraining recognition measure and subsequent nonsignificant correlations between ratings of triplet frequency and associative learning scores indicated that learning is implicit, consistent with previous TLT studies (Bennett et al., 2008; . This is important because explicit contamination, such as the application of deliberate strategies, may confound age differences found on tasks that are intended to measure implicit learning (D. V. Howard & Howard, 2001 ).
The present results go beyond earlier findings with the TLT in that they also enable us to rule out effects of age differences in rule-governed learning. We eliminated all rulegoverned structure in the task used here and thereby dissociated rule-based implicit learning from more general implicit association-based processes (Cleeremans, 1993) . As a result, the present study demonstrated that both young and old adults are able to learn non-rule-based sequential structure, in addition to the rule-based first-or second-order structure demonstrated in previous studies (Bennett et al., 2008; J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997; . However, the fact that age differences in learning probabilistic sequences emerged with practice, points to a fundamental deficit in older adults' ability to learn subtle sequential associative regularities over time.
The present findings also go beyond earlier work by revealing more about the time course of implicit probabilistic learning and the age differences therein. For example, the earlier TLT study only examined associative learning scores for the second half of testing, after 3,000 trials of training. In contrast, we examined the first 750 trials of training separated into three epochs. Though several theories have proposed distinct associative learning stages, with stimulus representations being formed in early trials and habit learning occurring in later trials (Anderson, 1982; Karni, 1996) , few have examined how aging influences these separate learning phases. Here, we did not observe age deficits in associative learning during the first epoch, but by the third and final epoch, older adults revealed less learning than their younger counterparts. This finding is consistent with previous implicit sequence learning studies that have shown the greatest divergence between age groups after extensive practice (Bennett et al., 2007; Dennis, Howard, & Howard, 2003; J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997; Negash, Howard, Japikse, & Howard, 2003) . Interestingly, the two studies that revealed age invariance in probabilistic learning had relatively little training (Aizenstein et al., 2006; Fera et al., 2005) . Both had fewer trials than the present study and reported only small learning effects that would make detecting age differences challenging. Thus, one possible explanation for the lack of age differences in those studies is that training was insufficient to reveal age deficits in learning.
A possible explanation for the changing patterns of age differences with training is that different brain structures may be involved as training progresses. Studies of probabilistic associative learning in young adults and animals show that the medial temporal lobe governs responding in the early stages of learning, whereas performance becomes increasingly dependent on the striatum over the course of training (Poldrack & Packard, 2003; Schendan, Searl, Melrose, & Stern, 2003) . Similarly, preliminary functional neuroimaging data of the TLT in young adults revealed early learning-related hippocampal activation, whereas the caudate was recruited with more practice (Simon, Barnes, Vaidya, Howard, & Howard, 2008) . The striatum typically comes to dominate probabilistic associative learning because these structures are good at integrating probabilistic information gradually over time (Packard & Knowlton, 2002; Seger, 2006; Shohamy, Myers, Kalanithi, & Gluck, 2008) . However, this brain region shows substantial agerelated changes in structure and function in healthy older adults (Backman, Nyberg, Lindenberger, Li, & Farde, 2006; Gunning-Dixon, Head, McQuain, Acker, & Raz, 1998; Raz et al., 2003) that may compromise learning in tasks that rely on this system (Cabeza, Nyberg, & Park, 2005) , such as implicit probabilistic associative learning. Thus, age differences observed during the third training epoch of the present study may be due to greater age-related declines in the striatum relative to the medial temporal lobe in healthy older adults (Jernigan et al., 1991 (Jernigan et al., , 2001 Raz et al., 2005) . In other words, when responding relies on the relatively intact medial temporal systems early on, there is age invariance in performance, but when responding gradually shifts to the age-impaired striatal system, age differences emerge. This is consistent with findings that striatal-based information integration learning reveals age deficits (Filoteo & Maddox, 2004) . Though this conclusion may, at first, seem paradoxical, given that older adults did demonstrate learning in all three training epochs, several studies of older adults have revealed increased reliance on extrastriatal brain regions during implicit associative learning when striatal processes are impaired (Aizenstein et al., 2006; Fera et al., 2005; Rieckmann, Fischer, & Backman, 2010) .
In summary, the present experiment revealed that both young and old adults are sensitive to repeating unstructured, non-rule-based sequences. However, there are age differences in this sort of implicit probabilistic learning, in that older adults revealed less learning than the younger group with age differences being carried by later training, perhaps reflecting age-related deficits in the striatal associative learning system. Of note, these age differences were observed with only 30 min of testing, using an abbreviated version of the TLT. Shorter training is more practical and is often preferred in functional imaging studies or behavioral studies of older adults or patient groups. The exact mechanisms underlying this age-related deficit in implicit probabilistic learning are yet to be determined, but such an understanding is important for building and testing theories and for developing interventions for older adults that maximize learning.
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